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Fears Over A Recession Are
Likely Exaggerated
Slowing growth looms, possibly followed by a recovery.
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R

ecently there has been a lot of
nervous chatter about whether
the global economy is “late cycle”
or not—and, therefore, whether a global
recession is on its way. I don’t think
that we’re heading into a recession, but
neither do I believe—as some do—that
we’re on the verge of a rebound. Instead,
I think we’re facing another six months
of weak growth, probably followed by a
capex‑fueled recovery.

Global growth has been declining for the
past 12 months or so. There are three
main reasons for this. First, China has
been cracking down on financial leverage,
hitting the country’s credit growth—and
when credit growth slows in China,
growth slows in the rest of the world too:
According to the IMF, China accounts for
around 25% of global capital formation.
Second, political uncertainty has been
heightened by the rise of populism and
trade disputes. Companies deciding
whether to spend a billion dollars on
capital usually like to know what kind of
environment they’re trading in, and when
this isn’t clear, they tend to hold back.
This slows down growth.
The third factor weighing on global
growth has been monetary tightening
in the U.S. A strong dollar means that
capital flows from the periphery to the
core, and that is never good for global
gross domestic product.
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I believe that the three causes of the
slowdown are still in operation and that
growth will, therefore, continue to slow
for the next six months at least. At the
same time, however, monetary and
fiscal authorities are taking steps to lean
into these headwinds. Overall, I don’t
think we’re heading into a recession
because the conditions that usually
precede a recession are not in place.
Recessions are usually preceded by
major macroeconomic imbalances
such as consumption or investment
booms that typically transmit to high
current account deficits, indebtedness,
and, at times, rampant increases in
house prices. But there have been
no capex or consumption booms
in the past few years that would
cause a macroeconomic imbalance
of the severity that would require
a recessionary purge. True, U.S.
corporate debt levels are high and
wage pressures are building, which
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Looser financial
conditions and the
fiscal loosening
that is underway
in the three major
regions should be
enough to support
a recovery.

pose a risk to profit margins and,
therefore, investment. These may be
at the root of the next recession, but
they are not sufficient to cause one
imminently, in my view.

is underway in the three major regions
should be enough to support a recovery.
A reduction in global uncertainty in
the form of a tapering of the trade war
would further help matters.

If my no‑recession view is correct,
a recovery may arrive later this year
or early next year. Most likely, the Fed
will remain on hold, but it’s possible
that slowing growth may persuade it
to transition to a midcycle easing of
two to three cuts to aid the recovery.
With a weak growth outlook, we do
not see a rate increase by the ECB
any time soon. In China, we expect
that the authorities will continue to do
whatever they have to in order to meet
their growth targets. Although macro
imbalances have been allowed to
build in China over the past years, the
authorities still have sufficient levers to
support the economy as needed—in
fact, the deleveraging over the past
18 months has served to increase
their firepower. Overall, looser financial
conditions and the fiscal softening that

Until the recovery arrives, we expect the
slowdown in growth to keep equities
subdued. Rates should remain low,
although opportunities may arise to
invest in the bonds of countries where
there is the potential for rate cuts, such
as South Africa, Mexico, and Russia.
Brazil has the potential for considerable
growth without generating inflation.
Emerging market (EM) currencies look
reasonably attractive, particularly those
in Latin America, which are supported
by the bullish metals market. However,
continued weak growth in Europe would
pose a risk to EM currencies. Cheap
currencies in economically‑troubled
countries such as Argentina and Turkey
offer strong carry potential, although the
specter of inflation means that they are
not without risk.
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